Best Practice – I
Title: - Thought for the day
Objective: - The main objective of such practice in our college is to inculcate social, moral, personal,
educational and political values among the students. It has been observed that such values are seriously
lacking among today’s young generation across rural and urban settlements which cause great
hindrance among them in leading a successful life. These values are very much helpful for overall
personality development of the students. It will also promote the sense of nationality among the
students.
The Context: - Deterioration of human values has become a phenomenon in many nations, including
India. It’s depressing to see the newspaper early in the morning to witness various murder and rape
cases. Programs telecasting about various ill-treatments of woman and deaths and accidents score a
greater a viewing rate as compared to any discovery channel or something useful. The increasing
practice of doing everything just for the sake of money has killed the minute pieces of kindness. The
main cause for the rise of such uncivilized grounds of terror and hatred is just the result of inappropriate
educational values right from the childhood and nil importance to human values which need to be
imbibed to the student at an early level. This trend of decline in human values does not only pose
serious threat to the future course of development of the country but even for its survival, respect and
authority itself. Though, change in human values in younger generation is inevitable with time but the
decline in younger generation is at an alarming rate. Degraded moral values have become a fashion for
them. The need of the hour is to acknowledge the magnitude of imparting good values in them so that
they can differentiate between right and wrong. It devolves on the parents, teachers and society to
imbibe the desired human values in the younger generation.
The Practice: - A White –Board is hanged at the gate of the Principal Chamber. Every day one thought
for the day is written on the board so that every student, teachers and the college staff could see that
easily. Students are also encouraged to write down the thought for the day. The Principal of the college
has strictly instructed to maintain this practice so that better human values could inculcate among
students and other college staff as well. It is always tried that every morning at least one good thought
must be displayed on the college white board. The Vice Principal of the college takes pain to maintain
this practice regularly.
Evidence of Success: -Because of this practice, earmarked improvement has been noticed among the
behaviour of the students and other college staff as well. Discipline and punctuality is specially improved
among the students.
Problems Encountered and Resources required: - As this practice is hassle free practice, so no problem
is encountered during the implementation of this practice. A white-board, Blue or Black Marker Pen and
a piece of cloth or duster is only requirement for the successful implementation of this practice.

Best Practice - II
Title – Conservation of fuel
Objectives and context: Almost for everything we depend on fuel from cooking to automobile. Fuel
plays an indispensable role in life. Without fuel, it is impossible to image life but currently we are facing
fuel crisis and the cost of fuel is rising rapidly. Burning fuels can produce energy and harmful substances
that can be mixed in the air which will affect our health in a bad manner. They also cause harm to plants
and animal’s environment gets suffering and global warming makes its way. Thus it is extremely
important to conserve fuel and protect our environment. Fuel can be conserved by proper and planned
use of vehicles. Vehicle must not be used for shorter distances; bicycle and walking must be encouraged.
These methods provide physical exercise to our body and maintain proper health, saving fuel can save
our money too. The awareness of fuel conservation must be spread for better future.
Practice:- Keeping all these things in mind the entire college staff with the leadership of our principal
decided to observe thrice in a month “A vehicle free day”. In our college it is notified that teachers, nonteaching staff members and students will come to the college by bicycle thrice in a month for
environment protection and we strictly follow this instruction. So, all teachers, non-teaching staff and
students will not use the vehicle to come to college. The college has dedicated space for the bicycle
stand and free pass is made available to students to encourage them to come on cycle instead of carbon
emitting vehicles. A sensible approach regarding transport system has reduced the number of fossil fuel
engines running around, making the campus more nature friendly. The college is located on the main
road in Patna City. Public transport system is available round the clock at college gate. Most of the
college staff and students use public transport to attend the college due to its availability and suitability.
The ever motivating teaching staff also opts the system of “share a cab” in which four or five members
coming from the same route pool a car for their commuting, thus cutting down the possible emission
level to almost one fourth. Teaching and non-teaching staff and student who stay nearby places come
by walking those who stay far away from the college use public transportation to attend the college due
to its availability and suitability.
Problems Encountered: During implementation of this practice, no problem encountered, every one
readily agreed positively for implementing this practice. The Students, teachers, non-teaching staff and
the Principal also follow this practice and contribute the environment.
Evidence of Success: Approximately every month nearly 1000 litre of Fuel (Petrol) is saved and it is a bit
of contribution towards energy conversation and environment. By this way we are saving fuel and
contributing a little in the reduction of pollution. It has also helped everybody to understand more about
the moral responsibility of every citizen.

